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3-D cohesive finite element model for application in structural analysis of heavy duty composite pavements
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\textbf{Abstract}

The problem of stiffness degradation in composite pavement systems from localized fracture damage in the quasi-brittle cement bound granular mixture are today taken into account only by empirical formulas. These formulas deals with a limited number of materials in a restricted range of design options and would yield unrealistic results in ultimate loading conditions. Cohesive modelling is one of the primary methods to handle localized damage in quasi-brittle materials, e.g., concrete, describing the potential crack in a discrete manner. To increase the versatility of existing methods this paper presents a numerical analysis of the fracture behaviour of cement bound granular mixtures in composite concrete block pavement systems applying a cohesive model. The functionality of the proposed model is compared to experimental investigations of beam bending tests. The pavement is modelled as a slab on grade and parameters influencing the response such as geometry, material parameters and loading position are studied and compared to experimental results. It is found that a cohesive model is suitable for the description of the fracture behaviour of cement bound granular mixtures. Moreover, it can be shown that adequately good prediction of the structural response of composite pavements is obtained for monotonic loading without significant computational cost, making the model applicable for engineering
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design purpose. It is envisaged that the methodology implemented in this study can be extended and thereby contribute to the ongoing development of rational failure criteria that can replace the empirical formulas currently used in pavement engineering.
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1. **Introduction**

Ports- and industries require special types of pavements to resist the heavy static loads from containers. To reduce the risk of rutting and settlements over time, concrete block pavement systems are typically applied over a stiff cemented base layer, i.e., cement bound granular mixture (CBGM). The structural design of such composite pavements are based on empirical formulas which converts the response analysis into a measure of performance, commonly referred to as the Mechanistic-Empirical (M-E) method, first introduced in pavement engineering by Kerkhoven and Dormon [1].

Degradation of the cemented base in composite pavements is mainly controlled by initiation and propagation of longitudinal cracks in wheel paths. Moreover, traffic induces further degradation of aggregate interlock joints through shear movement of the cracked edges [2]. Closely spaced transverse cracks in the cemented base have also been reported in post-processing of damaged composite pavements [3, 4]. Despite the fact that cement bound granular mixtures are quasi-brittle materials, which degradation is controlled by tensile damage of slabs and shear damage of aggregate interlock joints, both highly nonlinear phenomena, elastic calculations are most commonly applied to determine the response [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The M-E method does not distinguish between crack initiation and crack propagation or elastic and inelastic work, model parameters are simply regression constants without direct physical meaning. This type of model deals with a limited number of materials in a restricted range of design options; each transfer function being restricted by its own design method, typically calibrated for highway traffic and specific local materials- and climatic conditions. Moreover, experimental studies [12] show that such empirically based model yields unrealistic results considering loading regime- or configuration different from typical truck wheel loads, e.g. ultimate loading condition.
In the present study a simple framework for engineering application is sought; creating a rational link between laboratory, design and field applications. For the monotonic load case, considered here, the mechanism of cracks is imagined to occur in a similar fashion to yield line mechanisms considering Mode I (opening mode) fracture in the form of a straight separation band where the location is known in advance. In this aspect, the concept of the fictitious crack model [13] stand out as particular attractive; as the model is straightforward in implementation and requires only few model parameters, which can be defined from standardized laboratory tests.

Production of cement bound mixtures from high quality crushed aggregates results in high stiffness and strength properties, i.e., 1/3 of those for normal plain concrete. Not only will such materials exhibit softening behaviour in tension, after the onset of cracking, but also on structural level the composite pavements will often exhibit softening, or so-called snap-back type of load-displacement response, due to the relatively low stiffness of supporting layers. This type of localized fracture behaviour can be described numerically with different classes of constitutive models, e.g., those proposed by Jirasek [14] as; (i) strong discontinuity models, (ii) weak discontinuity models, and (iii) continuum models. The first model a crack as a geometrical discontinuity, whereas the latter two approaches imagine a cracked solid to be a continuum.

The discontinuity models, e.g. the fictitious crack model, embedded elements with strong discontinuities [15] and the extended finite elements [16], incorporates jumps in displacements across a discontinuity surface corresponding to the crack. Models with localization bands bounded by weak discontinuities can be considered as simple regularizations of models with strong discontinuities, e.g. the smeared crack model [17]. Instead of splitting the constitutive law into elastic and inelastic parts, one could use a law that directly links the stress to the total strain, as is the case for continuum models. Subsequently several models have been developed to describe the complicated fracture process in quasi-brittle materials, e.g., by coupling damage and plasticity [18, 19, 20].

Application of modern fracture mechanics to the field of pavement engineering began in the late 1960s and early 1970s, studying mainly asphalt concrete mixtures, adopting the principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Subsequently, efforts to obtain a better understanding of fracture in asphalt concrete materials primarily followed an experimental approach [26, 27, 28, 29]. Jenq and Perng [30] developed a cohesive zone model
based on the principles of the fictitious crack model for asphalt mixtures and used this model to simulate low-temperature fracture of asphalt overlay on old concrete pavement structures [31] followed by extensive application and development of cohesive zone models for simulating fracture in asphalt concrete mixtures [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].

Cohesive zone models and the principles of the fictitious crack model has also been extended to more practical problems for concrete pavement structures, following an extensive review of fracture mechanics applications in pavement engineering [40]. At first, a standalone computer program was coded and applied to simply supported beams [41]. Subsequently, nonlinear spring elements were adopted in commercial software for concrete beams and slabs on grade subjected to mechanical loads [42]. Roesler et al. [43] created user elements based on the fictitious crack model, and implemented them locally in commercial software to simulate crack propagation in concrete beam specimens and in fibre reinforced concrete materials [44, 45]. Although these elements were two-dimensional, responses obtained were compared with experimental measurements and adequately good agreement was reported. Subsequently several independent investigations of crack propagation in beams and slabs on grade subjected to mechanical loads was carried out, with some very encouraging results [46, 47, 48, 49]. Gaedicke and Roesler [46] found that the linear softening model applied to slabs was able to reasonably predict the flexural load capacity of the experimental slabs while significantly reducing the computation time. Aure and Ioannides [48] found, that for slabs on grade structures, the type of softening curve, cohesive zone width and mesh does not influence the response significantly.

This paper presents a numerical study of a three-layered composite pavement applying a simplified cohesive model in ABAQUS [50], including also the effects from aggregate interlock behaviour. Idealization is applied, modelling the pavement as a slab on grade structure, neglecting the effect from the concrete block surface, resulting in computationally fast finite element (FE) models suitable for engineering applications. Numerical analysis of experimental results are presented, giving new valuable information on the behaviour of composite pavements which cannot be captured by the M-E method. Parameters influencing the response such as geometry, material parameters and loading position is then studied creating a solid basis for further application of cohesive models in analysis composite pavement systems.
2. Methodology

2.1. Model idealizations

Analysis of a three-layered composite pavement structure is considered; concrete block pavers (CBP), cement bound granular mixture (CBGM) and subgrade soil. For the fracture process, built-in traction separation based cohesive contact surfaces are inserted along the anticipated fracture plane in the cemented base layer (slab) in the orthogonal directions as per Meda et. al. [51]. This is deemed a reasonable model at the edge- and interior of the cemented base layer, since the fracture plane is anticipated in the direction of the maximum stress.

The response of the composite concrete block pavement structure is mainly controlled by the cemented base layer and the subgrade soil. The properties and thickness of the concrete block pavers does hardly influence the overall response and bearing capacity of the pavement structure [52], since the loading from container castings produce a close to rigid body movement of the stiff concrete block pavers over the soft layer of bedding sand, which is unable to absorb any significant bending moments [53].

Thus, for the present study the response from concrete block pavers is simulated using a simplified approach, placing unit displacements over an approximated area, i.e., the area of blocks in contact with the container casting. Four single slabs on grade models is developed for evaluation of interior (full- and simplified model, applying symmetry conditions), edge and corner loading, assuming that the slabs are intact before monotonically loaded. Square slabs of $2.5 \times 2.5\text{ m}^2$ to $4.5 \times 4.5\text{ m}^2$, dimensions commonly applied in ports- and industrial pavements, is considered.

In this study, commercial general purpose FE program ABAQUS/Standard®, version 6.13-1 is employed in the analysis of beams- and slab on grade structures, whose geometry and material properties are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. Foundation material properties are given in in Table 3.

2.2. Constitutive laws and materials

2.2.1. Cohesive crack and cemented material behaviour

In the present study cement bound granular mixtures with relatively high strength, i.e., a $C_{8/10}$-material ([54]), commonly applied in port- and industry composite pavements, is considered. Such materials have similar characteristics as normal plain concrete, however, whereas concrete are dense mixtures, where aggregates are completely bonded by the cement paste, as shown in
Figure 1 (a). Cement bound granular mixtures are less dense and aggregates are bonded by weaker cement links, as shown in Figure 1 (b), resulting in somewhat lower strength and more brittle behaviour.

Figure 1: Thin section of normal concrete (a) and cement bound granular mixture (b), showing how aggregates in the cement bound granular mixture is connected by cement links surrounded by more porous areas with loosely packed sand held by relatively little paste.

Overview of geometry and cement bound granular material mixture properties for beams- and slabs used in the numerical studies are shown in Table 1. Grading curves for materials investigated in numerical analysis of experimental results in section 3.1 and 3.2 are shown in Figure 2.
Table 1: Geometry, material mixture- and mechanical properties for beams- and slabs used in numerical studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Sensitivity studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geometry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material type</td>
<td></td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum stone size, $D_{max}$</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement type</td>
<td></td>
<td>GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement content</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Dry Density, $MDD$</td>
<td>(kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>2,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum Moisture Content, $OMC$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curing age</td>
<td>(days)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanical- and fracture properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus, $E$</td>
<td>(MPa)</td>
<td>12,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength, $f_t$</td>
<td>(MPa)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression strength, $f_c$</td>
<td>(MPa)</td>
<td>7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy, $G_F$</td>
<td>(N/mm)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Grading curves for high quality (envelope ‘B’) CBGM materials according to [54] (grey) compared to CBGM materials used in experiments of (a) 4-point bending beam-and (b) slabs on grade tests in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

Liu and Wang [55] applied a cohesive zone model to investigate Mode I crack propagation of cement stabilized crushed stone in the indirect tension test (IDT) following a micro-mechanical approach using embedded elements. Heymsfield et. al. [56] developed a damage model for stabilized soil layers subjected to cyclic aircraft loading. Zhong et. al. [57] developed a unified permanent deformation model to simulate the permanent deformation behaviour of cement bound granular materials in flexible pavements. However, the literature contains little information on the fracture behaviour of cemented base materials with high strength properties for application in realistic composite pavement systems.
Figure 3: Sketch of pavement structure (a) the fictitious crack model (b), where $a_0$ is the crack tip, $l_p$ is the fracture process zone (FPZ), $f_t$ is the tensile strength, $w_c$, is the stress-free crack opening and $\sigma(w)$ the cohesive softening law and typical softening curves for concrete (c).

In lack of experimental data and based on the findings of other independent researchers, e.g., Gaedicke and Roesler [46] and Aure and Ioannides [48], the fictitious crack model with a simple linear traction-separation law (softening curve), as shown in Figure 3 (c), is chosen for the present study. Moreover, the fracture energy applied in the present study is predicted based on the approach suggested by Hilsdorf and Brameshuber [58], assuming that code standards for normal concrete also apply to cement bound granular mixtures.
The cohesive contact model in ABAQUS is selected to save computational time; enabling the use of symmetry conditions and application of a coarser mesh for the cohesive zone. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4, the cohesive contact model in ABAQUS is found to adequately describe the load-displacement response of slabs on grade reported by other independent researchers.

2.2.2. Aggregate interlock behaviour

The mechanics of aggregate interlock between slabs, shown in Figure 5, is a complex phenomenon that depends on several parameters, including aggregate size and distribution, compressive strength, friction between the aggregate particle and the cement paste, crack opening, and crack interface sliding.
According to Bazant and Gambarova [59], the normal and shear stresses at a cracked concrete interface, in a two-dimensional plane, are functions of the normal and shear displacements of the interface, as follows:

\[ t_n = f_n(\delta_n, \delta_t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1a)
\[ t_t = f_t(\delta_n, \delta_t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1b)

where \( t_n \) is the normal stress, \( t_t \) is the tangential shear stress, \( \delta_n \) and \( \delta_t \) are the normal and shear displacements respectively, and \( f_n \) and \( f_t \) are functions to be described. Differentiation of equation 1a and 1b results in:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    dt_n \\
    dt_t
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    \frac{\partial f_n}{\partial \delta_n} & \frac{\partial f_n}{\partial \delta_t} \\
    \frac{\partial f_t}{\partial \delta_n} & \frac{\partial f_t}{\partial \delta_t}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    d\delta_n \\
    d\delta_t
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    K_{nn} & K_{nt} \\
    K_{tn} & K_{tt}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    d\delta_n \\
    d\delta_t
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( K_{nn} = \frac{\partial f_n}{\partial \delta_n} \), \( K_{nt} = \frac{\partial f_n}{\partial \delta_t} \), \( K_{tn} = \frac{\partial f_t}{\partial \delta_n} \), \( K_{tt} = \frac{\partial f_t}{\partial \delta_t} \), are crack stiffness coefficients that can be determined once the functions \( f_n \) and \( f_t \) are established. If the variation of functions \( f_n \) and \( f_t \) is nonlinear with respect to \( \delta_n \) and \( \delta_t \), the crack stiffness coefficients may be sensitive to stress level of the cracked interface, and therefore, will change as the load is applied. This behaviour is identified as nonlinear aggregate interlock mechanism. Several constitutive models for nonlinear aggregate interlock behaviour (crack dilatancy) have been proposed in the literature, e.g.: the
rough crack model [59, 60], the aggregate interlock relation [61], the two-phase model [62] and the contact density model [63].

In lack of adequate experimental data the modified rough crack model [60], incorporating both influence of aggregate size and compression strength, is used as basis to determine the stiffness coefficients of springs as seen in Figure 6. Linear normal stiffness with no dependence on initial crack width is assumed. Material parameters for aggregate interlock behaviour used in numerical studies are shown in Table 2.

Figure 6: Linear idealization of the modified rough crack model (Gambarova, 1983 [60]) shown for a $C_{8/10}$-material, maximum aggregate size, $D_{\text{max}}$, of 32 mm and initial crack width, $w$, of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregate interlock</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Sensitivity studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial crack width, $w$</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>Sabs on grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Transfer Efficiency, $LTE_\delta$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal stiffness, $K_{nn}$</td>
<td>(MPa/mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial tangential stiffness, $K_{tt}$</td>
<td>(MPa/mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.65-3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical shear displacement (slip)</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.58-2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.3. Subgrade material behaviour

In the present study the subgrade has been idealized as linear elastic using independent springs or a so-called Winkler’s foundation model [64]. However, to exemplify the deficiencies of this model and to evaluate full bearing capacity of the structure, elastic solid continuum elements, including a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion [50], is applied in the numerical analysis of experiments in section 3.2. Overview of subgrade material properties used in the numerical studies are shown in Table 3. Grading curve for the subgrade material investigated in numerical analysis of experimental results in section 3.2 is shown in Figure 7.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>3 Experiments</th>
<th>4 Sensitivity studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material properties</strong></td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material type</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Clayey gravel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum stone size, $D_{max}$ (mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Dry Density, $MDD$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum Moisture Content, $OMC$ (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of compaction (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanical properties</strong></td>
<td>'Winkler'</td>
<td>'Elastic'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus, $E$ (MPa)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>350*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of subgrade reaction, $k_0$ (MPa/mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$ (-)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion yield stress, $c_y$ (MPa)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of internal friction, $\phi$ (°)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer friction coefficient, $\mu$ (-)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Back-calculated Young’s modulus of 313-368 MPa found from plate load test (PLT) measurements ([12])
** Expected interval of angle of internal friction for ‘soil fill’ to ‘good selected subgrade’ ([65])
2.3. Solution technique

In materials that exhibit snap-back type of load-displacement curves, *arc-length* based solvers are often recommended. Accordingly ABAQUS implements the so-called modified Riks algorithm ([67]) used in the present study. Based on preliminary convergence and sensitivity studies solution technique and standard model parameters selected for the present study can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4: Solution technique and standard model parameters applied in the present study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solver</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Model parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arc-length</td>
<td>Cohesive zone width, $T_0$ 0.01 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial incr.</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>Viscous damping factor, $\mu$ $1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. incr. size</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Bulk elements (elastic) CPE4 (2-D) / C3D8 (3-D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. incr. size</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>Interface elements SPRING1/el. foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Comparison with experimental results

3.1. Numerical analysis of four point bending tests with cement bound granular mixture

Numerical analysis of four-point bending (FPB) beam tests is carried out to verify the functionality of the cohesive contact model to simulate the fracture behaviour of cement bound granular mixture with crushed quartzite siltstone aggregates. Five CBGM-beams was cut from field slabs and tested under monotonic load, with a distance of 0.10 m between load points, in a comprehensive study of CBGM-materials conducted by Austroads [68]. Geometry and material properties is shown in Table 1.

The beam is modelled with 2-D plain stress elements (CPE4) in ABAQUS. A total of 840 elements are used to represent the elastic material, separated by pre-determined contact surfaces, representing the cohesive zone (5 mm size elements), in the vertical plane at the mid-beam position.

![Figure 8: Comparison between experiments, carried out by Austroads [68] and numerical results for CBGM beams.](image)

From the comparison between experimental and numerical results, shown in Figure 8, it can be observed that good agreement is obtained applying the cohesive model for simulation of the load-displacement response of the four-point bending beams. Relatively few data-points were obtained on the post-peak failure curve as no horizontal clip-gage control was applied during
testing. The results show that a linear softening law is suitable to the description of fracture in cement bound granular mixtures. It is also found that the fracture energy of the cement bound granular mixture can be predicted without further calibration, based on simple scaling with regard to compressive strength, e.g., $G_{F,C_{BGM}} = f_{c,C_{BGM}}/f_{c,PCC} \times G_{F,PCC}$, or code standards for concrete materials.

3.2. Numerical analysis of large scale slab on grade structure

Numerical analysis of cement bound granular mixture slabs, shown in Figure 9, separated by aggregate interlock-or construction joints, on subgrade soil of 1.0 m clayey gravel material, is conducted in order to validate the methodology implemented, modelling the composite pavement as a slab on grade structure. The pavement was constructed on a concrete floor supported by a steel-or concrete wall in the indoor test facility STEND in Poland. The data was collected during the European Commission thematic network project ECO-serve [12, 69, 70] and was partly initiated in the attempt to evaluate the before mentioned M-E models.

The success in the application of M-E models was modest at best, as no or little damage was recorded during each load cycle as shown in Figure 10 (a). To reduce the test time, the load was increased from typical equivalent
standard axle load (ESAL) of 50-60 kN (per wheel) to 150 kN. However, to record damage development, the load was finally increased to 250 kN, which caused excessive cracking in the cement bound granular mixture and local yielding of the subgrade soil foundation below the plate load, correlating badly with the M-E models calibrated for highway pavement design. The experimental load displacement curves for the the two load series are shown in Figure 10 (c) and (d) for displacements measured at a distance of 235 and 450 mm from the loaded centre, respectively.

Figure 10: Presentation of experimental data: Average peak-loads and peak-load displacements measured during experiments at a distance of 235 mm from the load centre (a), example of typical sinusoidal load applied to the pavement (b); first seven load cycles for the inner slab position at a distance of 235 mm from the load centre and experimental load-displacement curves at a distance of 235 mm (c) and 450 mm (d) from load centre.
From Figure 10 it can be observed that the load-displacement curves extracted from the two load series, for the inner slab (N=1 and N=10,001) and the outer slab (N=1 and N=5,001), follow each other closely up to the load level of app. 150 kN. Then, the inner slab shows a pronounced drop in stiffness. Similar drop in stiffness is also indicated for the outer slab, but at a higher load level of app. 225 kN. The most likely explanation for this difference in structural response, can be found in the natural variation in subgrade soil properties and it’s shear strength, which is highly influenced by the angle of internal friction, and the different number of load cycles between load steps which can have caused a different damage state of the subgrade soil, slabs and aggregate interlock joints.

The load, asphalt surface and slab geometry, shown in Figure 11 (a), is modelled with solid 3-D elements (C3D8 and C3D6) in ABAQUS. A total of 51,155 elements are used to represent the elastic material, shown in Figure 11 (b), separated by pre-determined cohesive contact surfaces, representing the cohesive zone (average 10 mm size elements), in the vertical plane in orthogonal directions. The average strength properties of the cemented material were determined from specimens extracted from slabs, shown in Table 1. The cohesive model is evaluated applying three different subgrade models with mechanical material properties as shown in Table 3.

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11: Sketch of FE model (a), showing the load- and rubber plate, asphalt surface, and CBGM slab, and mesh and pre-determined cohesive zone in the slab orthogonal planes (b).

From comparison between numerical and experimental load-displacement curves at a distance of 235 mm and 450 mm from the load centre, shown in
Figure 12 (a) and (b), it can be observed that relatively good agreement is obtained between experimental and numerical results up to the peak-load for all three models. The peak-load is app. 157, 133 and 162 kN for the 'Elastic', 'Winkler' and 'Plastic' model, respectively. The experimental result shows a pronounced post-peak decrease in stiffness at a load level of app. 150 kN, probably due to local plastic yielding of the subgrade soil. This behaviour can only be captured by the 'Plastic' model. Moreover, it is found that modelling the subgrade soil with elastic solid continuum elements result in a more realistic prediction of the peak-load compared to the 'Winkler' model as this model essentially suffers from a complete lack of continuity in the supporting medium, neglecting the shear stiffness of the subgrade soil. The influence of subgrade soil model type on local crack behaviour can be seen in Figure 13.

![Figure 12: Comparison between experiment and numerical analysis showing the load-displacement curves obtained at a distance of 235 mm (a) and 450 mm (b) from load centre for the three selected subgrade models 'Winkler', 'Elastic' and 'Plastic' using a angle of internal friction of 30° for the latter model.](image)

From the load versus crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) curve in Figure 13, it can be observed that cracks in both directions are initiated at load point 1, damage of the cohesive crack then progress toward the edges of the slab. At load level point 2, nodes at the bottom of the slab in length direction (shortest direction) have exceeded the final (zero traction) displacement. The cohesive zone then progress upwards until the 'snap' at load level point 3, resulting in the kink on the load-displacement curve in Figure 13 (a).
and (b), whereas the crack in the width remains stable in the width direction as shown in Figure 13 (b) and (c). Unloading on the load-displacement curve is prevented by the high stiffness of the subgrade soil and the geometry of the slab. At load level point 4, all nodes in the length direction have exceeded the final displacement, as shown in 13 (c).

Figure 13: Presentation of numerical results for the 'Winkler' (grey) and 'Plastic' (black) subgrade model: load line displacement (LLD) (a), load-CMOD curve for cohesive crack at the bottom of the slab under the load centre (b), and load-CMOD curve for the cohesive crack at the bottom and the top of the slab 625 mm from load centre in the length direction and at the bottom in the width direction.

The numerical results shown in Figure 13 can explain some of the observations made during the experimental investigations which couldn’t be
described by the M-E models. The most obvious observation is that the crack along the length (shortest direction) has fully propagated at the applied load of 150 kN (load level point 3), explaining why no damage was recorded during experiments with repeated loads at this load level. Then, the response is controlled by further crack propagation along the width and the subgrade soil behaviour. Moreover, it is observed that cracking is initiated at load level 1 of 50 kN, the same load magnitude as a equivalent standard axle loads.
Figure 14: Comparison between averaged experimental- and numerical results for the 'Plastic' model: (a) and (b) influence of angle of internal friction ($\phi=25-35^\circ$) and friction coefficient ($\mu=0-1.0$) between the cemented slab and subgrade soil layer on the load-displacement curves at a distance of 235 mm from load centre, (c) influence friction coefficient on maximum principal plastic strains and (d) plastic strain distribution in the peak-region at the top and bottom of the subgrade soil layer at the maximum load level of 250 kN.

From Figure 14 (a) it is observed that the angle of internal friction has significant influence on the load-displacement response. However, a relatively good fit between averaged experimental- and numerical results can be found for all models in the expected interval. It is also found, that the friction between layers has little influence on the overall structural response, but
significant influence on local subgrade soil response, as shown in Figure 14 (b) and (c), respectively. Increasing friction between layers results increasing maximum plastic strains and strain localization at the subgrade soil surface below the loaded plate. Whereas no friction, gives larger distribution of strains, increasing towards the bottom of the layer as shown in Figure 14 (d).

4. Sensitivity studies

4.1. Model idealizations

To investigate the influences of geometry and important material properties on the model response a sensitivity study is carried out for interior loading of a single slab. The slab geometry is modelled with solid 3-D elements (C3D8I and C3D6) in ABAQUS. Symmetry conditions are applied, modelling one slab crack. Cohesive zones are inserted with a 45° angle between the symmetry-lines and in an arch close to the centre.

![Figure 15: Sketch of model applied in the sensitivity study.](image)

This methodology result in somewhat lower ultimate load bearing capacity of the structure, as a circular disc is considered, with an reduction in area of 20% compared to the 1/4 slab. However, it is found from preliminary
analysis that the structure sketched in Figure 15 adequately predicts the responses of a full slab. The arch cohesive zone is inserted to avoid convergence problems at the boundary. The energy used to create the arch crack is small and can be neglected. The subgrade is idealized as linear elastic.

4.2. Effect of cemented base thickness, slab dimensions and subgrade stiffness

In linear elastic analysis of pavement structures, the layer thickness is increased for increasing load levels, to ensure a relatively constant stress level in the subgrade soil, avoiding any plastic deformation. This approach can be questioned based on the results presented herein; as it is observed in Figure 16 that the allowable load levels in presently available guidelines [11] is twice the magnitude compared to the peak-loads found in the present study. As expected, the thickness of the cemented base layer has significant influence on the peak-load, but little influence on the post-peak response of the structure. It is also observed that the slab dimensions has influence on the normalized peak-load relationship curve.

![Figure 16: Influence of slab thickness varying from 150-400 mm keeping length/width constant for a 3 x 3 m² slab (black) and 4 x 4 m² slab (grey) compared to the Interpave guideline [11]; normalized peak-load (β) versus normalized thickness curve (a) and load-displacement curves (b).](image-url)

The stiffness- and peak-load of the structure increase with increasing thickness up to unloading. Then the structural response is mainly influenced by the slab dimension, shown in Figure 17, and the stiffness of the subgrade soil.
Figure 17: Influence of slab dimensions from 2.5×2.5 m² to 4.5×4.5 m², keeping thickness constant (250 mm); normalized peak-load (β), peak-load displacement (ξ) and post-peak gradient (µ) versus normalized slab dimension (a) and load-displacement curves (b).

It is observed from Figure 17 that the peak-load and peak-load displacement increases with increasing slab dimensions before unloading occur. It is also found that there is a significant effect from bending; with a steep increasing post-peak stiffness for increasing slab dimensions.

Figure 18: Influence of subgrade stiffness varying from 0.02 to 0.08MPa/mm; normalized peak-load (β), post-peak gradient (µ) and pre-peak gradient (ρ) versus normalized subgrade stiffness (a) and load-displacement curves (b).

As expected, Figure 18 shows that increasing stiffness of the subgrade
results in increasing peak-load, post-peak and pre-peak stiffness. The difference in peak-load is 20% for the variation in subgrade stiffness evaluated, assuming that slabs is constructed on a 150 mm thick high quality sub-base material over subgrade soil of varying quality (California bearing ratio 5-20).

4.3. Effect of tensile strength and fracture energy

The softening curve depicted in Figure 3 (c) makes it obvious that the two main material parameters influencing the fracture process of the quasi-brittle material is tensile strength and fracture energy. However, as shown in Figure 14 (a), the influence of tensile strength is small, both with regard to peak-load and pre- and post-peak response. This can be explained by the fact that cracking is initiated at a displacement of 0.2 mm. Where after the response is primarily controlled by fracture energy, as shown in Figure 19 (b). It is found, that as the fracture energy decreases the material becomes more brittle. This is shown by plotting the normalized peak-load ($\beta$) and peak-load displacement ($\xi$) against the dimensionless parameter, ($B$), defined by Bache and Vinding [71] as:

$$B = \frac{h}{l_{ch}} = \frac{h f_t h}{E G_F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $l_{ch}$ is the characteristic length of the material, first introduced by Hillerborg [72], $E$ is elastic stiffness, and $h$ is the slab thickness.
Figure 19: Influence of fracture energy; load-displacement curve for tensile strength varying from 0.6 to 1.2 MPa keeping fracture energy constant (a), load-displacement curve for fracture energy varying from 0.0175 to 0.045 N/mm keeping tensile strength constant (b) and normalized peak-load ($\beta$) and peak-load displacement ($\xi$) versus the brittleness number ($B$) defined by Bache and Vinding [71] (c).

It is also observed from Figure 19 (c) that $\beta$ is inversely proportional to $B$, and that it may be postulated that a unique relationship exists that would allow one to determine the peak load for a particular value of $B$, given the corresponding peak load for different brittleness number [48].

5. Influence of aggregate interlock behaviour and load position

To extend the analysis to more realistic pavement systems, evaluating the influences from interaction with adjacent slabs and the load position,
numerical studies of three full $(3 \times 3 \times 0.3 \text{ m}^3)$ slabs on grade structures is carried out. The load position influence is evaluated at the interior, edge and corner of the slab; assuming two orthogonal, one length and one diagonal fracture plane in each case respectively.

The influence of variation in normal- and shear stiffness of joints is evaluated for an initial crack width, $w$, of 0.4 to 2.0 mm, simulated by application of idealized bilinear springs as shown in Table 2. The average strength properties for the cement bound granular mixture selected are shown in Table 1. The subgrade is idealized as linear elastic.

As expected, Figure 20 (a) shows that the load supported by the slab is higher under interior than under edge- and corner loading, with peak loads of 156, 106 and 109 kN respectively, considering no load transfer between adjacent slabs. It is also found that that the post-peak behaviour, in the case of interior- and edge loading, are more or less similar.
Figure 20: Evaluation of influence from load position and aggregate interlock joints; load-displacement curve for the three load cases (a), load-displacement curve with variation in initial joint opening for edge loading (b), corner loading (c) and normalized peak-load ($\beta$) versus LTE$\delta$ (d).

The initial crack width has little influence on the peak-load and peak-load displacement for interior load, whereas a pronounced increase in stiffness and peak-load can be found for edge- and corner load, shown in Figure 20 (b) and (c). Plotting the normalized peak-load ($\beta$) versus LTE$\delta$, assuming that a linear relationship exist between $w$ and LTE$\delta$ [73], it can be found that $\beta$ decrease linearly with increasing $w$ as shown in Figure 20 (d). Similar trends has also been reported in numerical studies of slabs on grade by other researchers [74].
6. Conclusion

The use of a cohesive model for simulating the fracture in the cement bound granular mixtures in composite block pavement systems has been investigated by studying the main parameters that affect the responses of the pavement structure.

Comparison of numerical and experimental results for four point bending beam tests show that good agreement is obtained with the cohesive model. It is found that the cohesive model adequately describe the structural response of slabs on grade structures and that aggregate interlock behaviour can be realistically incorporated in models by idealized bilinear springs. However, tests results are limited and more testing is necessary to evaluate the fracture behaviour of cement bound granular mixtures, e.g., fracture energy and shear interaction.

Moreover, the numerical analysis of slabs on grade experiments reveal the importance of incorporating realistic subgrade soil behaviour in models. Most importantly, the shear stiffness of the soil and the plastic yield limit, as these two parameters have significantly influence on the prediction of peak-load and post-peak response, respectively.

The influence of slab thickness-and dimensions proved to be important parameters. The peak-load is highly influenced by thickness, whereas slab dimensions proved to be a main controlling parameter of the post-peak response of the structure. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the fracture process is more affected by the fracture energy than the tensile strength.

The peak-loads found in the present study are significantly lower than allowable load levels given in available guidelines for composite block pavements. To extend the analysis to full evaluation of structural bearing capacity, one could include a failure criteria of the subgrade soil as shown in section 3.2. It would then be feasible with the methodology presented, to evaluate the critical load case, e.g., also including the influence of temperature loads (shrinkage).

The full slab model shows that cracking is initiated at an early stage, and that the structural response is affected by aggregate interlock behaviour. This effect is primarily important to the response of structures subjected edge- and corner loading. Moreover, it is found that the peak-load decrease linearly with increase in initial crack width.

In the present study idealized FE composite block pavement structures is developed with application of a cohesive model to describe the fracture be-
haviour of the cement bound granular mixture. Computationally fast models are obtained, with a minimum of elements, applying the cohesive contact model in ABAQUS. Furthermore, numerical instabilities are avoided, not compromising the penalty stiffness. It is found that the idealized FE models developed adequately describe the structural response of composite block pavements subjected to heavy static loads, showing their applicability for engineering design purpose. It is envisaged that the methodology implemented can be extended to more complex and realistic problems, e.g. including also a cyclic formulation of the cohesive zone and aggregate interlock behaviour, for development of more rational failure criteria in pavement engineering in the future.
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